
EARLY RENAISSANCE MUSIC

s or sâ€“) was an English composer of the late medieval and early Renaissance music eras. Along with.

Medieval instruments in Europe had most commonly been used singly, often self-accompanied with a drone,
or occasionally in parts. Many of the composers had a direct connection to the Vatican and the papal chapel,
though they worked at several churches; stylistically they are often contrasted with the Venetian School of
composers, a concurrent movement which was much more progressive. Here are some of the most well known
Renaissance composers: Early Renaissance Composers: Guillaume Du Fay â€” wrote music for church based
on existing Gregorian chant. John Taverner Thomas Tallis â€” composed music during the reigns of 4
monarchs!! Middle Renaissance Music â€” In the early s, music started to be printed using a printing press.
Music notation[ change change source ] An important development during the Renaissance was music
notation. Notes with black noteheads such as quarter notes occurred less often. In secular music, especially in
the madrigal, there was a trend towards complexity and even extreme chromaticism as exemplified in
madrigals of Luzzaschi , Marenzio , and Gesualdo. Dunstaple's influence on the continent's musical
vocabulary was enormous, particularly considering the relative paucity of his attributable works. Accidentals
were not always specified, somewhat as in certain fingering notations tablatures today. It was in the opening
decades of the next century that music felt in a tactus think of the modern time signature of two
semibreves-to-a-breve began to be as common as that with three semibreves-to-a-breve, as had prevailed prior
to that time. Musica reservata is either a style or a performance practice in a cappella vocal music of the latter,
mainly in Italy and southern Germany, involving refinement, exclusivity, and intense emotional expression of
sung text. Other colors, and later, filled-in notes, were used routinely as well, mainly to enforce the
aforementioned imperfections or alterations and to call for other temporary rhythmical changes. Ockeghem,
particularly, was fond of canon , both contrapuntal and mensural. Palestrina, on the other hand, came to
cultivate a freely flowing style of counterpoint in a thick, rich texture within which consonance followed
dissonance on a nearly beat-by-beat basis, and suspensions ruled the day. Early Renaissance music The
Burgundian School of composers, led by Guillaume Dufay , demonstrated characteristics of both the late
Medieval era and the early Renaissance see Medieval music. Forms of music that evolved during the
Renaissance included the cantus firmus, chorale, French chansons, and madrigals. Renaissance Composers
Early Renaissance composers mostly came from northern France or the Low Countries because of the strong
court system, which supported musicians in these regions.. The brief but intense flowering of the musical
madrigal in England, mostly from to , along with the composers who produced them, is known as the English
Madrigal School. Instrumental ensembles for dances might play a basse danse or bassedanza , a pavane, a
galliard, an allemande, or a courante. An example is the Neuschel family of Nuremberg, for their trumpets.
Palestrina was partially reacting to the strictures of the Council of Trent , which discouraged excessively
complex polyphony as it was thought that it inhibited the listener's understanding of the text. After Petrucci,
while these books were not inexpensive, it became possible for far greater numbers of people to own them and
to learn to read music. It was played with the right hand, while the left hand silenced the notes that were not
desired. Moving away from the medieval period, where every facet of life, include music was church-driven,
you begin to see that the church was starting to lose some of its influence. A singer would interpret his or her
part by figuring cadential formulas with other parts in mind, and when singing together, musicians would
avoid parallel octaves and parallel fifths or alter their cadential parts in light of decisions by other musicians
Bent , p. These multiple revolutions spread over Europe in the next several decades, beginning in Germany
and then moving to Spain, France and England somewhat later, demarcating the beginning of what we now
know as the Baroque musical era. In secular music, especially in the madrigal, there was a trend towards
complexity and even extreme chromaticism as exemplified in madrigals of Luzzaschi, Marenzio, and
Gesualdo.


